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Be A Player 2 Training

Continue your journey to play better on the course and enjoy the experience of playing
golf more. BE a Player!

During the eight weeks of the first Be A Player remote training
program, or as a student of a multi-day In-Person Coaching 
program, you learned the foundation of the non-technical 
fundamentals of the game. We call these the Human Skills of
the Game.

In Be A Player 2, the next 8-week remote training program,
you’ll continue that journey by refreshing your previous learning
and diving deeper into the Human Skills, while also adding 
performance skills that are very useful for your game. Many 
professionals have incorporated these performance skills into
their games. They are beneficial to golfers of any age or skill level.

This innovative, multi-platform, online training program is being
brought to you – anywhere in the world – through the CoachNow

app / website. The VISION54 principles are delivered using digital instruction,
audio and video instruction, and actionable practice assignments since we know it’s
by doing and exploring that these skills come alive. You train at your own pace
through each week’s assignments with no schedule or live sessions. VISION54
coaches will offer support throughout the training program and you’re encouraged
to interact with the other players in the group.

Key Learning Outcomes

l   Deeper foundation of the Human Skills of the Game
l   Goal-setting and imagery
l   How to best warm up
l   Creating confidence
l   More self-management tools
l   Learn to separate the process of playing from 
the outcome

Fees

l   Player: $500

     Details / Registration
    https://www.vision54.com/be-a-player-2-remote-training

Training Includes:

    1 hr / wk instruction +
    4-6 hrs / wk actionable exercises +
    downloadable training PDFs for ongoing practice
    optional remote private coaching: $100 / 30min
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    Next sessions
    begin on the
first Monday 
of every 
other month.


